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Financial Crises and the Future of the Real Economy
Paweł Fiedor


The significantly weaker evidence for contagion of the real
economy sectors such as healthcare, telecommunications and
technology implies that investors distinguished between
sectors of different characteristics and therefore maintained
the effectiveness of diversification [2]. A study of Colombian
economy found that the rate of interest is the connector
between the two markets (financial and real), which is
modified by changing the composition of the portfolios and
also that the Colombian economy has imbalances in the
market for financial assets that alter the real economy [3].
To investigate the relationship between financial markets
and the real economy we have found 53 companies listed on
the main Polish stock market (GPW) continuously between
1997 and 2012. This sample may not be representative for all
Polish companies, but since the publicly listed companies are
the only strong link between the real economy and financial
markets, such an analysis may bring interesting and valid
results. The study has been validated by a study of a larger
sample of companies over a shorter period (see results review
below). While the results will directly concern only Polish
economy, the homogeneousness and globalization of the
financial markets in Europe and the world [4] suggest that the
results will be also indirectly hinting the global situation. The
financial market is in this case represented by the prices of the
shares of those companies over the 16 data points (end of
each respective year). The prices are regulated purely by
financial markets and represent the core of the financial
markets. The real economy is divided into two segments in
this study. First we look at micro level represented by a
model for bankruptcy prediction, which is supposed to show
an aggregate estimation of the situation of the company,
particularly its capacity for growth. The class of models for
predicting bankruptcy using discriminant analysis has been
established by Edward Altman [5]. Altman’s z-score would
not be relevant for Polish companies 30 years after it has been
created. In fact discriminant analysis makes it hard to justify
the model’s usefulness outside the specific date and region
where it has been created, which does not diminish the
practical use of those models. We have chosen one of the
seven models developed by Polish Academy of Sciences [6].
The model is called PAN-F and has been verified as one of
the best suited models for Polish companies [7]. Therefore
we believe that it may correctly represent the aggregate
situation of a company, and its potential for growth or
bankruptcy. The model is presented below:
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I. FINANCIAL MARKETS AND REAL ECONOMY
The financial crisis of 2008 sparked numerous
investigations into the nature of the connection between
financial markets and real economy, both on microeconomic
and macroeconomic levels. The macroeconomic research
necessarily misses a lot of the details, and the microeconomic
research cannot be fully representative as the data is available
only for the publicly listed companies. Most of recent studies
looked into the transmission of the effects of a financial crisis
into the real economy and not the interrelationship as such.
One study looked at 7722 non-financial firms in 42 countries,
showing that the crisis had a bigger negative impact on firms
with greater sensitivity to business cycle and trade
developments, particularly in countries more open to trade.
Financial openness made limited difference however [1].
Another study showed that the financial crisis can be
characterized by strong contagion effects among aggregate
stock markets and among financial sector stocks. However
the evidence for contagion of the sectors representing the real
economy such as consumer goods, industrials,
telecommunications and technology is mixed. In no specific
region or distinct group of countries have markets been
immune to the shocks associated with the crisis. Strong
evidence for contagion in the financial sector found in the
study demonstrates the importance of this sector in the crisis.
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WO–profit (loss) from operating activity;
A–total assets;

(1)
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KW–shareholders' equity;
WN–net profit (loss);
 AM–depreciation;
 Z–liabilities;
 MO–current assets;
 ZKT–short-term liabilities;
 P–revenues from sales of products, goods and
materials.
The macro level is represented by GDP and aggregate
investments. These values are provided by Central Statistical
Office of Poland. We calculate correlation coefficients for
every company between share prices and PAN-F model score,
share prices and GDP, and lastly share prices and investment
levels. All those are calculated in the standard fashion (solid
lines) as well as with one year lag both ways to show if
perhaps there is a one-directional relationship between the
two (dotted lines for lagged prices and dashed lines for the
opposite). The results of those in form of cumulative
distribution functions are shown below. As can be seen the
correlation coefficients have a slight tendency to be positive,
but in most cases they’re not statistically significant (for
PAN-F only 10 out of 53 statistically significantly differ from
0 and the means of correlation coefficients are as follows:
0.169, 0.139 & 0.086, for GDP 26 are statistically significant
but 13 of them on the negative side and the other 13 on the
positive side and the means take the values of -0.059, 0.005 &
-0.037, for investments it’s 20, and as with GDP they are
equally distributed on both ends with means of -0.019, 0.150
& -0.161). Apart from the presented study other variables
have been tested, i.a. dynamics of the above. Also a sample of
around 200 companies over a shorter period has been studied.
In neither of those have the results been significantly
different, therefore those have not been presented in detail.
Thus in general we conclude that there is no strong positive or
negative connection between the financial markets and the
real economy in Poland, both on microeconomic and
macroeconomic levels. This is somewhat corroborated by
findings from Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Mexico for the
period 1993-2005, where researchers have found a weak
connection between financial markets and real economy.
Interestingly this connection was only one-directional, from
the stock market to the real economy, implying that even if
real economy is dependent on financial markets, the financial
markets are not dependent on the real economy [8]. (Fig. 1-3)
and Table I.




Fig. 2. Correlation between stock prices and GDP (CDF).

Fig. 3. Correlation between stock prices and investments (CDF).
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TABLE I: THE ANALYZED COMPANIES
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STALEXP
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VISTULA
MASTERS
ZYWIEC

II. CAUSES – THE PERPETUAL MONEY MACHINE
It is particularly interesting to know why financial markets
and the real economy are not closely tied together. While
earlier economists believed that the relationship between
financial markets and the real economy has been strongly
positive [9], lately some economists started doubting this [10,
11]. Classically it was said that financial markets contribute
to the real economy by greater efficiency in the allocation of
capital as a proportion of financial savings in total wealth
increases; more attractive instruments and vehicles for
savings; financial instruments combining and diversifying
risk; decreased costs of acquisition and processing of
information (and associated improvements in the allocation
of resources); and increased specialization and the adoption
of new technologies [12]. Most of the arguments for the
disconnection between financial markets and real economy

Fig. 1. Correlation between stock prices and PAN-F model score (CDF).
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stem from the insistence on the imperfect information being
held by the investors on financial markets, therefore this shift
is parallel to the shift away from the assumption of efficient
markets [13]. It’s possible that a link which previously
existed has been broken. Binswanger showed that return on
equity is no longer a good indicator of economic activity in
the real economy from the eighties (while it was shown to be
before using the same methodology [14]), that is from the
time when global financial capital flows increased
significantly [15]. But one of the reasons is rooted within the
economic growth itself. Labor productivity (LP) is defined as
GDP divided by the cost of labor in the economy (W) [16].
But labor share (LS) is defined as cost of labor (wages)
divided by GDP. Therefore:
LP  GDP

LS  W
LS  1

W

GDP

LP

capital to an absurd 1 cent worth in the year 1500 using those
assumptions), and we know it cannot grow so fast in the
future [25], even if only because of physical limitations.
It does seem that the capital knows the grim future of the
real economy and shifted its attention away from it and
towards the perpetual, self-serving money machine, which
can operate outside the boundaries provided by the economic
reality. It appears to be the price for paid fiat money being a
fundamental block of the modern socio-economic systems,
which is opposing the natural laws of capital preservation
[26].

III. RESULTS – THE UNFADING CRISES
This may bring a sovereign debt crisis. The lack in demand
for real products as opposed to debt securities in the times of
crisis makes it harder for companies to justify investments,
even though companies have an excess of money during the
last financial crisis [27]. As it is increasingly hard to stimulate
investments the interest rates are being kept very low. This
means that bonds are relatively attractive, and performing
well in around the financial crisis of 2007. Therefore it is
possible that the increased demand on sovereign debt now
and in the coming years may stimulate yet another bubble and
crisis.
But most importantly this will arguably have strong
consequences for the economy as a whole. Even in times of
prosperity in the future we should see a growth in the real
economy that will not be as fast as we’re used to, and slowing
steadily in the countries where the labor productivity is
becoming very high. This insight is corroborated by a
research showing that increase in labor productivity in United
Arab Emirates gave rise to reduction in economic growth
[28], though other researchers believe in strong positive
relationship between growth and labor productivity [29]. We
believe that this relationship is positive until labor share is too
small to facilitate further growth in real economy. The overall
growth will be shifting more and more towards the financial
markets, and presumably closer to gambling than betting on
future actions of real economy [30]. The rising popularity of
high-frequency trading, trading at intervals shorter than any
possibly intelligible change in the market data (yet another
proof against the market efficiency hypothesis), is an
example of this trend [31].
The situation will conceivably be even worse in terms of
crises, which can be seen happening today. Crises, and even
financial crises not having much to do with the real economy,
are hurting the less wealthy more [32], and therefore making
it harder for the sloppy demand to pick up (as demand is often
wage-led [33]). That was the case in the past too, the
difference is that with time the labor share will be declining
further and there will be less wealth distributed into the
wage-led demand of the real economy in the first place,
making it so much harder for the real economy to get out of
crisis, while financial markets will probably get out of crisis
much faster due to the capital share being much higher and
the weak interdependence between real economy and the
financial sector.
One has to wonder whether the fact that lower labor share
constraints growth and financial crises lower labor share [34]
will not lead to a situation where in the end the labor share

(2)
(3)
(4)

Thus the higher the labor productivity (one of the main
signs of economic progress) the smaller share of value added
to the economy is going to the labor and the higher share is
going to the capital providers [17]. This effect is partly
caused by growing international trade [18]. This has various
consequences to the whole economic system. Social pressure
has been reviewed in [19]. Additionally the labor is using
their share of money mostly in the real economy when buying
necessities, and therefore labor share is mostly used to
stimulate demand. Meanwhile the money held by capital is
used in a much smaller degree to stimulate demand in the real
economy and is instead held not invested or invested in the
financial markets, which, as we’ve shown, are not necessarily
connected to the real economy (there is no relationship
between lagged financial wealth growth and current spending
growth [20]). This is particularly true of investments in the
increasingly popular derivatives, as opposed to common
stock. This money is then not helping the real economy,
particularly in the times of crisis, when demand is crucial to
recovery. Thus it seems that the more advanced the economy
is the harder will it be for it to fight the crises, especially as
the effects of a crisis will most likely surface not as excess
supply which could stimulate further demand but as excess
demand for debt securities [21].
This also means that there seems to be a limit beyond
which companies will not be able to grow, as the labor share
will be too small to maintain the return on capital of real
economic entities. Beyond this limit the money will be
invested not in real companies but merely in perpetual money
machine [22], which consists in the debt-driven modern
financial markets.
The limits on growth of real economies can also be
deduced from the computational limitations, which are
driving the economic growth in the last 50 years [23]. The
economy cannot grow indefinitely at a steady rate, which has
been proposed by M. Dobija in the form of economic
constant [24]. We know that the capital has not been growing
by the proposed 8% every year in all of history, as it is
mathematically unsupportable (our estimation brings global
149
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will be so low that the real economy will not be able to get out
of a crisis and will maintain its existence in a state of
permanent crisis until a time where perhaps new economic
paradigm will be created [35]. The financial markets could,
as we see in today’s world, create wealth for the capital quite
independently of this process. Some evidence of the world
facing this way can be found in the fact that economic crises
are becoming more frequent in the last 40 years [22].

[6]
[7]

[8]

[9]

IV. ANSWER – THE TRIAL OF MONEY

[10]

There seem to be virtually no answer to this process being
implemented anywhere in the world. The immediate steps
which could help slow down the progress of this would have
to try to strengthen the bond between the real economy and
the financial markets, or, in other words, disincentivizing
treating financial markets as a gambling device. There are
only few signs of those actions, most notably with certain
institutions trying to implement financial transaction taxes
aimed at limiting speculation and high-frequency trading [36].
But those ideas seem to be going nowhere, with powerful
lobbies working against them, even though these solutions
would only be changing the situation slightly.
A real solution would have to be much stronger, therefore
also one which would not be possible to implement now, as
hinted by the above. Perhaps the best solution to this problem
known in literature is the idea of M. Dobija to abolish fiat
money and link the currency creation with performed labor
(as labor creates value). Therefore there would be a much
stronger link between the financial markets, whose supply of
money would depend on actual labor, and the real economy
where the labor is performed [37].
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH
We have established that the link between financial
markets and real economy is weakened by the nature of
modern economic systems. Research in different countries,
using different methodologies, show differing results and
therefore further research is necessary. It seems that such
weak connection together with a strong connection between
labor share and economic stability may lead to a spiral of
economic instability. Further research in the economic
equilibrium under very low labor share should be performed.
As there seem to be no solutions currently being implemented
in the economy there is also a need to review possible
answers to the impending spiral of crises, most notably the
current monetary system and its tenets, and the building
blocks of the financial markets, which are increasingly
disconnected from the real economic activity.
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